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OTHER AUTHORITIES 



Determination Finding a Violation of Section 337 in its Entirety (“Commission’s Notice”), 

LSI Corporation (“LSI”) and Agere Systems LLC (“Agere”) (collectively, 

“Complainants” or “LSI/Agere”) respectfully submit this brief responding to the issues set forth 

in the Commission’s Notice.

‘087 patent

‘087 patent

‘087 Patent Includes a 

The record evidence regarding Funai’s infringement of U.S. Patent No. 5,870,087 (“the 

‘087 Patent”) makes clear that what constitutes a “single memory” depends on the functional 

‘087 Patent discloses that a single memory 212 

‘087 Patent depicts single unified memory 212 as a memory configuration of four 



‘087 Patent) at FIG. 3; CX ) at 8.  A memory “rank” is “an 

individual chip used in a multiple chip memory.”  utes a “single 

memory” for purposes of the ‘087 Patent, thus, does not depend on the number or arrangement of 

‘087 Patent includes more 



‘087 Patent confirms that each of the products  



‘087 Patent

‘087 Patent constitute a single memory having one or more 

(“

”).  As Dr. Acton testified at the evidentiary hearing, by 

analyzing the source code, one can “understand how memory is addressed, whether it fu

controller interact.”  

‘087 Patent to determine how the video decoder

(“So memory functioning as a unit is essentially addressed under one addressing 

mechanism and operates as whole.”).  As discussed in greater detail below, the source code for 



‘087 Patent conclusively demonstrates that 

8 (“I have looked at the code and how memory is addressed, especially with respect to 

demultiplexing and I see a memory function as a unit.”).

ALJ’s determination that “[e]ach of the Funai  Products (

ing either an  or  video decoder chip” finds convincing support in the 

ID at 36.  For instance, with respect to the transport logic, Dr. Acton testified that “  

”  CX

lize a single DRAM, indicates “  

.”  

source code indicates that “  

”  



functions.  With regard to decoder, the evidence in the record indicates that “  

”  at 44.  “

”  As for the system controller, “  

.”  



8 (“I have looked at the code and how memory is 

addressed, … and I see a memory function as a unit.”).  

nce in the record fully supports the ALJ’s determination that “[e]ach of the 

unctions.”  ID at 37.  Furthermore, the evidence substantiating the ALJ’s finding for the Funai 

81.  Additional “ .”  

at 82.  During demultiplexing, the DRAMs are used by the transport logic.  “For instance,  

”  



functions during video decoding operations.  Indeed, the source code is clear that “[e]ach of the 

”  CX



Overwhelming evidence supports the ALJ’s determination that “[e]ach of the Funai 

functions.”  



‘087 Patent,  

‘087 Patent. 

‘087 

16 (“

”).  The service manuals for the Funai products accused of infringing the ‘087 Patent 





‘087 Patent include additional 

‘087 Patent, which describes use of an on

‘087 Patent) at 12:52

‘087 Patent also discloses use of external storage systems that are not part of the unified 

‘087 Patent discloses that

‘087 Patent) at 6:67

‘087 Patent.  

accused of infringing claims 10 and 11 of the ‘087 patent?

“It is h

direct evidence.”  

‘087 Patent by a 



‘087 Patent.  

are configured “it is not possible to use [the] video decoder system in each of these products 

‘087 Patent.”  CX

‘087 Patent.  

‘087 Patent and has continued to provide the user manuals and 

‘087 Patent.  

, 598 F.3d at 848 (“[T]he jury was free to disbelieve 

[defendant’s] expert, who relied on the S4 user manual, and credit [plaintiff’s] expert”).  As 



the accused products, Funai’s distribution of instruction manuals and provisioning of customer 

‘087 Patent, and Dr. Acton’s expert testimony that the acc

‘087 

‘087 Patent.

vely and knowingly aided and abetted another’s direct 
‘087 patent

‘087 Patent.  Indisputably, Funai has had 

‘087 Patent since at least  and yet has continued to encourage customers 

‘087 

 Brochure) states that “[i]

ray and advanced HD game consoles” and that it supports “Playback Formats: MP3, JPEG 

Still pictures, MPEG1, MPEG2, AVI, WMV9, VC1, H.264, MPEG4 SP/ASP.”  CX



such as “Blu ray Disc playback” and “BD Live (Profile 2.0),” and identifies 

compression features such as “MPEG2.”  CX

‘087 Patent.  

‘087 

‘087 Patent.  ‘087 Patent 

‘087 Patent, and 



‘663 patent

U.S. Patent No. 6,982,663 (“the ‘663 Patent”).

‘663 Patent I
‘663 Patent Is Satisfied by the  Decoders in Certain 

‘663 Patent.  For instance, the language of step 

‘663 Patent) at col. 7, lns. 33

, “a first portion of said codeword having a first pattern”) and , “setting said index 

value to a threshold”).  Importantly, there is nothing in the express language of step (A)

‘663 Pate



effect is accomplished “in response to” the cause.  Thus, the scope of the claim is broad enough 

to cover any method of detecting whether the codeword contains “a first portion of said 

codeword having a first pattern,” as well as any method of “setting said index value to a 

threshold” as a result of the first pattern being detected.  

‘663 Patent.

‘663 

As found by the ALJ,  

.  

62 (   The detection of the “first pattern”  

  



Therefore, the index value  ultimately is set to the claimed “threshold” 

.  

As such, there can be no question that the claimed “index value” is set “to a threshold in 

response to a first portion of said codeword having a first pattern” in the  decoders 



‘663 Patent.

Funai’s Arguments Improperly Attempt To Import New Restrictions 

All of Funai’s non

 decoders in question detect whether there is a leading “first 

pattern” in a given codeword and Funai cannot dispute that the claimed “index value” ultimately 

is assigned to a “threshold” value prior to detection of the claimed “second pattern” and “

pattern” from Claims 1 and 11.  

 

 

requires  

.  Nor is there anything in the plain language that precludes “setting said index value to a 

threshold” .  As such, one of ordinary skill in the art would understand Claim 1 

1 to be broad enough to encompass 

 

 



The remainder of the intrinsic record also provides no support for Funai’s attempt to limit 

‘663 Patent 

 

.  As indicated throughout the 

‘663 Patent, each “codeword” is an ordered series of bits (

that are sent or received in a “stream” over the internet or other transmission medium.  

‘663 Patent) at col. 4, lns. 7 ‘663 Patent 

to index value ‘0’ in Figure 5) to 70 bits or more (corresponding to index values greater than 70 

such, when the codewords described in the ‘663 specification are received in a 

“stream,” the decoder necessarily must perform a bit



Moreover, the specification also discloses that the claimed “codewords” containing a 

“fourth pattern” can vary from one bit to several bits in length –

length “fourth patterns” strongly suggests the use of a counter as the 

tive “fourth pattern” increases with each incoming bit.  As a result, the specification also 

– – “setting said index value to a 

threshold” by  

.

‘663 Patent has any support in the intrinsic 



record.  And given that Funai’s entire non

‘663 Patent Are Practiced and E
‘663 Patent Are Satisfied by the  

‘663 Patent. These claim 

equivalents, as any alleged difference between setting the “index value” by 

assigning the index value to a “threshold” if a “first pattern” is detected) in substantially the same 
, by parsing the bit stream to detect a “first pattern,” and if found, performing an action 

n the index value being assigned to the “threshold” value), with exactly the same 
, the index value has been assigned the “threshold” value  because the “first pattern” 



‘663 Patent.

‘663 Patent.  As found by the ALJ, the detection of the claimed “second pattern” begins 

once the “first pattern” is observed with .  

  This depends on the decoding type and the detection of the “fir

pattern” via   

 “second pattern.”  

 

 

  

 the “offset” described in step 



  

 

(    

 



This adding of the “offset”  to the index value 

 previously set to a “threshold” is shown for the  

an “offset” 

is added to the threshold “index value” based on a second pattern in a second portion of the 

‘663 Patent.

‘663 Patent.  As found by the ALJ, the “value” of this limitation will come 



from either  

 

, which . 



This “value”  

.  

 _SC0000666,    

 

he “value”  

 

, this adding of the “value” 



 to the threshold index value  is shown in CDX

a “value” is 

added to the threshold “index value” based on a third pattern in a third po

In light of the above, there is no dispute that the accused decoders calculate an “offset” 

“based on a second pattern in a second portion of said codeword” as required i

Claim 1 and element (ii) of Claim 11.  There also is no dispute that a “value” is calculated “based 

on a third pattern in a third portion of said codeword” as required in step (C) of Claim 1 and 

pute that the claimed “offset” and “value” both 



ultimately are added to the claimed “index value” that had been set previously to a “threshold” in 

Nonetheless, Funai argues that because the claimed “offset” and “value”  

 

‘663 Patent) at col

, 318 F.3d 1363, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“Unless the 

ly recite an order, the steps are not ordinarily construed to require one.”) 

(citation omitted).  Indeed, Funai’s own expert acknowledged at the Hearing that steps (B) and 

“depending on the order of where you perform steps B and C, you can change one or the other”).  

the “offset” of step (B) (and element (ii)) and the “value” of step (C) (and element (iii)) can be 

added to the threshold “index value” of step (

accused  decoders  

 

 



“adding an offset to said index value” as required in step (B) (and element (ii)).  And the 

decoders are literally “adding a value to said index value” as required in step (C) (and element 

 

.  

‘663 Patent.

shold “index value” from step (A)/element (i) by the claimed “offset.”  CRB at 65

, by adding an “offset” calculated “based on a 



second pattern in a second portion of said codeword.”  

“index value” has been increased by the value of the added “offset.” 

, 696 F.3d 1151, 1167 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (“One way of proving infringement under the 

same result as each claim limitation of the patented product.”) (citation omitted).  

ent (iii)) by increasing the threshold “index 

value” from step (A)/element (i) by the claimed “value.”  CRB at 65

, by adding a “value” calculated “based on a third pattern in a 

third portion of said codeword.”  

, the magnitude of the threshold “index value” has been increased 

by the added “value.”  



For the reasons discussed above, and in Complainants’ prior briefs to the Commission, 

‘663 Patent.

‘663 patent
‘663 patent

‘663 Patent

‘663 Patent.

‘663 Patent.  

88.  In particular, Complainants’ expert Dr. Reinman testified that 

“is a critical feature of the Blu Ray disc players and the ‘smart’ TVs that c

‘663 Patent, the question of indirect infringement of Claim 1 and its dependent 

‘663 Patent by importing the accused devices into the United Sta



Accused Products.”  CX

‘663 

Funai actively and knowingly aided and abetted another’s direct 
‘663 pa

and abet the end users’ direct infringement of Claims 1 ‘663 Patent.  In particular, Funai 

‘663 Patent through its marketing, operational support, technical support, and warranty 

‘663 



55.  As acknowledged by the ALJ, Funai “featur[es] the accused H.264 high

definition playback functionality” of the accused products through its marketing efforts, 

Dr. Reinman shows how specific intent can be inferred from Funai’s continued and deliberate 

‘663 Patent –

95.  Therefore, the Commission should affirm the ALJ’s determination that Funai actively 

and knowingly aided and abetted another’s direct infringement of Claims 1 ‘663 Patent.

Please discuss and cite the record evidence, if any, of Funai’s pre
‘087 patent ‘663 patent

Funai’s pre
‘087 patent ‘663 pat

The record evidence shows that Funai had knowledge of both the ‘087 and ‘663 Patents, 

oth the ‘087 and ‘663 

Funai’s Pre ‘087 Patent

‘087 

 when LSI  



‘087 Patent

esented 

Funai’s Pre ‘663 Patent

‘663 Patent

, when LSI  

‘663 Patent

, when LSI  

‘663 Patent

‘958 patent

The record evidence shows that U.S. Patent No 6,452,958 (“the ‘958 Patent”) is entitled 

U.S. Patent No. 5,862,182 (“the ‘182 Patent”).  The ALJ 

‘958 Patent adding the claim of priority to ‘182 



Patent was procedurally proper under the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (“PTO”) rules in place 

alleged addition of “new matter.”  ‘958 

‘182 Patent supports the 

‘958 Patent.  

1369 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (“In order to gain the benefit of the filing date of an earlier application 

35 U.S.C. § 112.”) (internal quotations 

“The test for

time of the later claimed subject matter.”  

omitted).  “In other words, ‘

.’” 

) (emphasis added).  “Whether the written 

description requirement is met is a question of fact.”  

at “[t]he ID’s conclusion that the incorporation of the ‘574 application 
did not add new matter is premised on the ID’s finding that the asserted claims of the ‘958 patent 

[sic] and do not include complex codes.”  Funai 
incorrect.  The ALJ’s finding in this regard makes no mention of codes, and simply states that 
“the incorporation of the prior specification did not add ‘new matter’ to the application because 

‘958 patent were supported by the application prior to amendment, therefore 
‘new matter.’”  ID at 208.  In any case, as set forth in Complainants’ 

Petition for Review and responses to Respondents’ Petitions for Review, the ‘95
called “complex codes.”



‘182 Patent need not 

‘958 Patent, but must merely convey to one of ordinary skill in the art that Dr. van Nee had 

plainants’ expert, Dr. 

‘182 Patent fully disclosed the asserted claims of the 

‘958 Patent to one o

‘182 

concept of “a serial parallel converter that groups the data bits” is disclosed in the 

‘182 Patent ‘182 Patent

‘182 Patent

The function of the “serial parallel converter” in the ‘958 Patent

bits.  Thus, the ‘182 Patent’s description of a component that groups data bits conveys to a 



‘958 Patent ‘182 Patent

‘182 Patent discloses an extended code set in which the number o

‘958 Patent claims 

‘958 

Patent distinguishes such code sets from code sets in “conventional M systems,” in 

which “the number of possible codes M is not more than the code length N in chips.”  JX

‘958 Patent) at 4:59

An “orthogonal” code set in which the number of codes equ

‘182 Patent explicitl

‘182 Patent) at 4:49

‘182 Patent further discloses that after the encoder circuit encodes the groups of 
bits into phases, “it then supplies those value
be, for example, a conventional digital signal processor (DSP).”  CX ‘182 Patent) at 3:35

have understood “DSP” to include a serial



‘958 Patent to disclose a code set in which the number of 

x A reflects “eight phases” 

‘182 Patent) at col. 2, lns. 23

59.  The eight phases are based on “M input

to input data.”  35.  The input data is in the form of “groups of twelve bits.”  

5.  Each “bit” can take on one of two values (0 or 1).  

The four phases are multiplied by Matrix A to produce a “complementary code” 

represented by “output phases .”  CX ‘182 Patent) at col. 2, lns. 23

These eight “output phases” are the chips that make up each “complementary code.”  Thus, N=8.  

‘182 Patent.



‘182 Patent discloses “autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath 

environments.”  Dr. Katti testified that a person of ordinary skill in the art could determine the 

‘182 Patent supports the claim element “autocorrelation sidelobes 

suitable for multipath environments” if it discloses a code set that a person of ordinary skill in 

‘182 Patent

‘182 Patent

‘182 Patent

‘182 Patent

the “cover sequence” in the 802.11b Standard.  



‘182 Patent

Dr. Negus testified that the use of the “cover sequence” for the code set derived by 

) at 70.  The ALJ accepted this testimony, ruling that “[t]he eviden

the cover sequence in fact results in low autocorrelation sidelobes.”  ‘182 

‘182 Patent

were well understood at the time of the filing of the ‘182 Application, and thus a person of 

‘182 patent

The 802.11b Standard states, “



‘182 Patent

‘182 Patent

QPSK stands for “Quadrature Phase Shift Keying” and is a type of Phase Shift Keying 

(“PSK”).  “BPSK,” “QPSK,” and “8 PSK” are each subtypes of PSK defined by the number of 

phases used.  BPSK uses two phases (where the “B” is for “binary”).  QPSK uses four phases 

(where “Q” is for “quadrature”).  A ‘182 Patent explicitly 

‘182 Patent states: 

‘182 Patent) at 7:39 ‘182 Patent of 

“decreasing the number of phases” by using a type of PSK with fewer phases than 8

‘1

codes.”  CX



‘182 Patent “reasonably conveys to the artisan that the inventor had 

possession” of a scrambler.  

deny the testimony of their own expert, Dr. Heegard, who testified that a scrambler is “pretty 

ication systems” and thus would not 

‘182 Patent states that “[t]he 

.”  

‘182 Patent) at 1:6 7 (emphasis added).  Thus, under the testimony of Respondents’ 

‘182 Patent discusses a “digital communication system”

‘182 Patent 

‘182 Patent to include a 

scrambler, a conclusion shared by Respondents’ expert and Complainants’ expert, Dr. Katti.  

‘958 patent

‘958 patent

‘958 patent

‘958 Patent.

‘958 Patent because Prasad does not disclose 



‘958 Patent.  

‘958 Patent, the code is modulated over a 

‘958 Patent.  Respondents’ interpretation of Prasad as disclosing M>N 

ects a fundamental misunderstanding of “multicarrier” systems as opposed to “single carrier” 

‘958 Patent, each code 



this is the only code set clearly described in Prasad, Dr. Heegard’s testimony confirms that 

‘958 Patent, the number of chips in each codeword is 

‘958 Patent

de set in Prasad cannot be “doubled” by inverting each code, as the use of such 
inversions to “double” a code set was disclaimed during the prosecution of the ‘574 Application.  

0004 (‘958 File History) at 44, May



‘958 Patent.

‘867 Patent.  The code set in 

‘958 Patent, and the fact that Prasad not only fails to 

Further, Prasad does not render obvious the ABAB’ claim limitation.  While such 

.  In fact, Dr. Heegard described the ABAB’ l ‘958 

Patent as “silly” and “a travesty,” and said that there would be no reason to use the ABAB’ 

1145:18.  In light of Dr. Heegard’s assertion that there would 

be no reason to use the ABAB’ sequence, Respondents cannot argue that the use of such a 

sequence was obvious from the prior art.  Funai’s own expert testified that

‘958 

‘958 Patent.  CX ) at 34.  “[A]lthough the standard of 



during examination by the [PTO].”  

Cir. 2011).  Thus, Respondents have an “enhanced” burden in their attempt to prove invalidity of 

‘958 Patent, and it was Dr. van Nee’s 

, meaning that M=N.  It was precisely such a “conventional” orthogonal 

‘958 Patent departed from in claiming an 

van Nee’s departure from this convention was a key innovation.  The Harris Proposal, in 

channel in the transmitter one of eight Walsh functions (or “codes”) each of 8 chips in length.  

‘958 Patent



states: “Additional research is underway on variations to the chosen sequences for better 

multipath performance.”  RX

‘958 Patent did.  CX

that it was “not good enough in multipath.”  



complementary codes.  Respondents’ expert, Dr. Heegard, stated:

Based on Dr. van Nee’s proposal, Harris and Lucent jointly proposed a 

modulation approach called “complementary code keying” to the IEEE in July 1998, and this 



ed Dr. van Nee’s CCK Proposal Because It Solved 

‘958 Patent

‘958 Patent

ts’ position regarding the Harris Proposal is that the very proposal that the 

IEEE rejected in favor of Dr. van Nee’s CCK technique renders the ‘958 Patent obvious.  The 

Dr. van Nee’s CCK technique was accepted by the IEEE.  

. van Nee’s CCK solution had been obvious based on the Harris Proposal, Harris 



the “compromise” proposal would not have been necessary.  The ‘958 Patent reflects an 

–

–

Nee’s Own Work.

any claim obvious.  Respondents’ attempts to “fill in the gaps” i

van Nee’s own work is a classic “hindsight” approach.  Indeed, Federal Circuit precedent is clear 

that “obviousness may not be established using hindsight or in view of the teachings or 

.”  

‘958 Patent represents a 

(Fed. Cir. 2012) (“The inventor’s own path itself never leads to 

is hindsight.”)

‘958 patent

‘958 Patent and that the only reference that Fu



the Harris Proposal is Dr. van Nee’s own work confirms that Dr. van Nee developed a non

‘958 Patent 

‘958 Patent

“wherein the code set is derived from a 

environments.”  Further, Weathers is directed toward a “pulse compression radar system” and is 

QPSK) to design a modulation and demodulation system.  Such “binary linear block codes” have 

‘958 Patent based on Proakis.  



art would not be able to design a code set “wherein the code set is derived from a complementary 

code that provides autocorrelation sidelobes suitable for multipath environments” as required by 

‘958 Patent.

Weathers teaches “a pulse compression radar system” and has no relationship whatsoever 

0099 (Weathers ‘288) at 10:46.  A person of 

‘958 Patent

“gro complementary codes.”  0099 (Weathers ‘288) at 3:13

Weathers makes clear that each of the matrices is a “composite compressed pulse” that 

represents a single “group ode” of length K×N chips.  CX

0099C (Weathers ‘288) at 3:11

‘958 Patent, namely, multipath issues that arise 

in indoor WLANs.  In sum, Weathers, like Proakis, fails to disclose a code set “wherein the code 



ultipath environments” in the context of the ‘958 Patent.

‘958 Patent.  It was the multipath 

Dr. van Nee’s invention apart from the failed attempts of others in the field.  Dr. van Nee solved 

Further, the ABAB’ limitation would not be obvious from these references or 

would be no reason to look for it.  Thus, under the analysis of Respondents’ own expert, a person 

of ordinary skill in the art would not have arrived at the ABAB’ limitation.

nonobviousness as set forth in Complainants’ prior submissions.



record evidence, if any, showing proof of the USPTO’s grant of an 

08/155,661 (“the ‘661 Application”) was aband

‘661 Application was ultimately deemed abandoned, the abandonment did not occur until March 

U.S. Patent No. 6,707,867 (“the ‘867 

Patent”).  The Applicant did file a reply to the June 7, 2001 Office Action within the six

Under PTO rules, the PTO does not “grant” extensions of time.  Extensions of time are 

automatically effected by the Applicant’s 

The request itself grants the extension.  As set forth below, the ‘661 

The Record and the File Histories of the ‘661 and ‘295 Applications Include 



1165 (‘661 File 

(“The date on which the 

extension and the corresponding amount of the fee.”).  Thus, if the Applicant filed a petition for 

brief to the ALJ attaching the following documents from the ‘661 Application that had been 



MediaTek & Ralink’s Supplement to their Motion to 

notice of appeal, are “Being mailed via mail to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on 

MediaTek and Ralink’s Motion was later withdrawn.  However, this pleading is part of 
“the record” pursuant to Commission 

all pleadings



December 7, 2001,” and the official PTO stamp reflects that the postcard it

Further, the file wrapper contains a “File History Content Report” showing that a 

d “Extension of Time” is missing from the file history.  RX 1165 (‘661 File 

History) at 224.  A second “File History Content Report” shows that a “Notice of Appeal” is also 

These “Extension of Time” and “Notice of Appeal” documents appeared in the original 

file history and were the Applicant’s request for an extension of time to respond to the June 2001 

Office Action, as well as the Applicant’s timely response.  Importantly, as explained above, the 

–

–

Given Respondents’ knowledge of these documents it was not foreseeable that 
‘867 Patent, or challenge the ALJ’s 

sound factual finding that the ‘661 Application was not abandoned prior to the filing of the ‘295 

nonetheless part of “the record” under Commission 



the ‘661 Application pending in December 2001, and (2) a response to the June 2001 office 

‘867 Patent was filed, requesting a on 1165 (‘661 File 

“Applicant’s failure to timely file a proper reply to the Office letter mailed on 07 June 2001” as 

– –

extended the deadline by one month.  Thus, the earliest date on which the ‘661 Application could 

tion No. 10/092,295 (“the 

‘295 Application”), which later issued as the ‘867 Patent, was filed.  

The ‘295 Application claimed priority to the ‘661 Application from the outset.  JX

(‘867 File History) at 37, 44.  In its Notice of Allowability for the ‘867 Patent, the PTO 



‘867 Patent is March 6, 1993.

The key events in the prosecution of the ‘661 Application are summarized in the timeline 

(‘661 File History) at 227) and an Examiner Interview (

‘867 Patent, and thus the PTO determined that the ‘6

Application was pending at the time the ‘295 Application was filed.  JX 0006 (‘867 File History) 

‘867 Patent are entitled to 

iling date of the ‘661 Application is entitled to deference.  

should defer to the PTO’s expertise).  Because the PTO determined that the claim of 



convincing evidence, have “‘the added burden of overcoming the deference due to the PTO.’”  

–

In sum, Respondents cannot demonstrate that the ‘661 Application was abandoned in 

.  The ‘661 Application was pending when the ‘295 Application was 

essential nature of the ‘663, the ‘958, and the ‘867 patents.

‘663 Patent Represent the Only Commercially 

‘663 Patent represent the o

‘663 Patent.  In addition, the adoption of the claimed methods of the ‘663 

Respondent MediaTek’s inability to design around the asserted claims of the ‘663 Patent 



‘663 Patent 

‘663 Patent claims to practicing the H.264 Standard 

‘663 Patent is commercially feasible.  In fact, only one such theoretical 

– using a hypothetical “look up table” –

1597C (Reinman WS) at Q&A 223.  Implementing such a “look

table,” however, is wholly unrealistic from a commercial engineering perspective.  

For example, index values “mvd_10” and “mvd_11” are two of the most common 

WS) at 78, Q&A 224.  Given that index values “mvd_10” and “mvd_11” each represent the 

encoded index values “mvd_10” and “mvd_11” pursuant to 

considerations, the largest potential value for “mvd_l0” and “mvd_l1” would be 16375, 

“mvd_l0” and “mvd_l1.”  

of potential index values using a “look up table,” it cannot be done in a commercially feasible 



ray disc players and “smart” televisions li

More specifically, there are a finite number of options one could try using a “look

table” approach for decoding the “mvd_l0” and “mvd_l1” index values from the H.264 Standard.  

‘663 Patent.  

Thus, no rational engineer would choose a “lo up table” approach that would 

Even worse, because each value in such a “look up table” would need 15

‘663 Patent would require virtually no data storage and fractions of a penny to implement in 

compliant product would employ this “look up table” approach 

‘663 Patent.  



The other theoretical “look le” approaches are equally unrealistic from an 

‘663 

up indexing scheme could be either “naïve” (

patterns and the second and third patterns respectively) or it could be more “complex.”  

neither the “naïve” approach nor the “complex” approach is a viable alternative to practicing the 

‘663 Patent. 

Specifically, in the case of the “naïve” approach, there would still be delay problems, and 

‘663 Patent imposes almost no delay, requir

“naïve” look ‘663 Patent.  

Likewise, for the more “complex” approach, the same delay issues described previously

exist.  Again, no rational engineer would ever choose a “look up table” approach that would add 

Moreover, this theoretical approach is not an “alternative” at all, as 

such a “complex” lookup

‘663 



.  

‘663 Patent claims proves that there are no feasible commercial alternatives to the asserted 

‘663 Patent for decoding UEGk index values as

‘663 Patent 

‘663 Patent claims by the H.264.2 Reference software 

“H.264 Standard itself provides guidance with respect 

described in the H.264 Standard” and this guidance takes the form of “reference software called 

‘H.264.2’.”  

The ALJ further acknowledges that “[t]his reference software sets forth, among other things, the 

EGk index values described in the H.264 Standard.”  

‘663 Patent.  CX

‘663 Patent



‘663 Patent.  

‘663 Patent claims constitutes strong

 

‘663 Patent.

‘663 Patent is confirmed by  

.  The original Complaint was filed in this Investigation on March 12, 2012.  CX

 

  JX



 

 

 

‘663 Patent under the doctrine of equivalents.  CX



‘663 Patent are essential to the H.264 Standard.

‘958 Patent is Essential to the 802.11 Standard.  

‘958 Patent is essential to practice the 802.11 

‘958 Patent is met by an aspect of the 802.11 Standard under Complainants’ 

of Respondents’ source code and ot

‘958 Patent.  Further, 

Complainants’ expert, Dr. Negus, testified that all p

‘958 Patent.  CX

In addition, the IEEE specifically selected Dr. van Nee’s CCK modulation technique 

‘958 Patent as the modulation technique for the 802.11b Standard.  (

0069.)  The 802.11b Standard itself is thus based on Dr. van Nee’s invention.

‘958 Patent is a standard essential 

‘958 Patent is essential 

‘867 Patent is Essential to the 802.11 Standard.  

‘867 Patent is essential to

‘867 Patent is met by an aspect of the 802.11 Standard under Complainants’ 



of Respondents’ source code and other technical documents that the Accused Products 

‘867 Patent.  Further, 

Complainants’ expert, Dr. Negus, testified that all products that claim compliance or 

‘867 Patent. CX

‘867 Patent is a standard essential 

‘867 Patent is essential to the 802.11 Standard.

history, the Commission’s prior decisions, and relevant court 
ital Commc’ns, LLC v. Int’l Trade 

Comm’n
Microsoft Corp. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n

requires proof of “articles protected by the patent” (i.e., a 

and consistently upheld Congress’ goal i



rate Congress’ express intent in the 1988 amendment and would be without statutory 

19 U.S.C. § 1337 prohibits “[u]nfair practices in import trade” including proscribed 

with respect to articles that “infringe a valid and enforceable United States patent . . . .” 

Section 337, however, “apply only if an industry in the 

or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being established.”  

(emphasis added).  In particular, such an industry “shall be considered to exist if there is in the 

substantial investment in [the patent’s] exploitation, 

H.R. Rep. No. 40, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. Pt. 1 at 157 (1987) (“House 

Report”).  “In amending 

InterDigital Commc’ns, LLC v. Int’l Trade Comm’n
(“ ”); 707 F.3d 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (“ ”); 



intellectual property in the United States.”  

Comm’n Op. at 7, (Aug. 8, 2011) (internal citations omitted).

337 was “to protect from infringement those holders of U.S. intellectual property rights who are 

tivities genuinely designed to exploit their intellectual property . . . .”  House 

Complainants here, that “make substantial investments in the creation of intellectua

and then license their creation,” but do not necessarily “exploit their invention by production in 

the United States.”  

ist of “licensing activities” alone, as long as they are “substantial” and “related to the 

asserted patent.”  

694, Comm’n Op. at 7, (Aug. 8, 

2011) (“ ”).  The purpose of a patentee (like Complainants here) that seeks to 

and Congress’ intent to broaden the domestic industry



, “articles protected by the patent”).  Such potential licensees either have products 

Commission’s inter

“articles protected by the patent”) be made in this country.  

domestic industry based on “substantial investment in [the 

Here, as noted by the ALJ, “each asserted patent was developed in
Complainants’ facilities, or their predecessor’s.”  

InterDigital Commc’ns, LLC v. Int’l Trade Comm’n



patent’s] exploitation” where the exploitation is achieved by 
rious means, including “licensing.”

, 690 F.3d at 1318 (emphasis added).  In denying the respondent/intervenor’s 

, ITC’s Resp. to Reh’g 

1352, 2013 WL 4822161 (U.S. Sept. 9, 2013) (“ITC’s Br.”).  Before 

only that the complainant demonstrate “that its economic investment is substantial and that the 

infringe.”  



The Commission and Federal Circuit’s interpretation of the licensing element of 

Congress.  Any other interpretation of the statute would essentially eliminate “licensing” as a 

available to companies that “make substantial investments in the creation of intellectual property 

and then license their creation,” but do not necessarily “exploit their invention by production in 

the United States.”  

The Federal Circuit’s Decision in Microsoft

Microsoft Corp. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n

(“ ”)

the Commission’s 

There is no question about the substantiality of Microsoft’s 

kably requires that the domestic company’s 
substantial investments relate to actual “articles protected by the 
patent.”  



The only question presented was whether Microsoft’s research and development related to the 

exploitation of the patent through the use of Microsoft’s s

“Research and development” and “licensing” are two entirely different ways to exploit an 

an article protected by the patent, whether in physical form or inchoate.  The “article protected 

by the patent” is the nexus required by the sta

fy the “licensing” 

domestic industries can be “in the process of being established,” and vitiates Congress’ express 

770, Comm’n Op. at (October 2013) (“The Commission has held that in certain 



Licensing activities, however, are different.  Although “licensing” was never mentioned 

there was a difference between the “licensing” and “research and development” elements of 

Complainants’ Licensees Make, Use or Sell Products Protected by the 

domestic industry is defined by the patented article.”).



‘867 Patent by a district court.  

‘867 Patent).  Subsequently, Sony  

(“  has designed several licensed 802.11 compliant  in the 

United States, including the .”); CX

products).  As explained at trial by Complainants’ expert, Dr. Kevin Negus, all products that are 

‘958 Patent.  

‘867 Patent.  

expert testimony, unrebutted as it relates to  products, establ

products protected by the asserted ‘958 and ‘867 Patent



 potential licensees practice each asserted “exemplary” patent.  

(licensing proposal and “reverse engineering activities” showing  use of the asserted ‘958 

‘867 Patent

‘087 Patent

ctice the asserted ‘663, ‘867 and ‘958 Patent

(licensing proposal  products that practice the asserted ‘867 and 

‘958 Patent

‘663 Patent

‘087 Patent

‘087 Patent

‘087 Patent

‘958 Patent

mplainants’ asserted patents.  



‘958 
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